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ABSTRACT: A spin stabilized circular canard control surface 
for attitude control of missiles. The canard control surface 
guides a missile along a path determined by the attitude of a 
space oriented spinning canard. The canard is spun free 
around a spherical bearing located on‘a boom projecting for 
ward of the missile nose and is disposed with its spin axis 
pivoted about a point in the longitudinal axis of the missile. 
When a disturbing force causes rotation of the missile axis 
from the canard axis, the canard applies to the missile a restor 
ing torque to thereby restore coincidence of the missile and 
canard axes. 
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SPIN STABILIZED RING-WING CANARD CONTROLLED 
, MISSILE 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to the ?eld of missiles and more par 
ticularly to the ?ight control thereof. The present invention 
provides attitude control of missiles or rockets without inter 
nal guidance controls. The invention includes a ring-wing 
canard spin stabilized for gyroscope action to maintain the 
spin axis thereof in the trajectory of the missile despite 
disturbing wind forces that tend to cause rotation of the mis 
sile axis away from the canard spin axis. The canard is a 
gyroscope which has a large free gyro rotor to provide two 
degrees of freedom and thereby provide pitch and yaw control 
of the missile. 
The invention may be better understood from the following 

detailed description taken in conjunction with the accom~ 
panying drawing. 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of the missile. 
FIG. 2 is a sectional view showing the support bearing. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

A missile generally indicated by reference numeral 1 in 
cludes an aft ?n 2, a longitudinal centerline axis 3, a center of 
gravity 4 and a nose 5. A boom 6 projects forward of the mis 
sile and is provided with a spherical bearing 7 extending 
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around the boom surface for support of spin stabilized ring- 3 
wing canard 8. The canard includes an aerodynamic lift ring 9 
connected by ring support struts 10 to a bearing 11 which is 
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mounted on hearing 7 for rotation. The canard is mounted 
with its spin axis pivoted about a point in the longitudinal axis 
of the missile. As the missile leaves the tube launcher, the 
canard may be spun up by ri?ings in the tube or by high-pres 
sure gas carried by the canard itself to be spin stabilized for 
gyroscopic action to maintain the spin axis thereof in the 
trajectory of the missile. When a disturbing force causes rota 
tion of the missile axis from the canard axis, an aerodynamic 
force acts on lift ring 9 and a restoring torque is applied to the 
missile having a lever arm that is the effective length from the 
center of the spherical bearing to the missile center of gravity 
thereby restoring coincidence of the missile and canard axes. 

I claim: 
1. A stabilized ring-wing canard controlled missile compris 

ing: 
a. a missile with a longitudinal centerline axis and a center 

of gravity; 
b. a boom projecting forward of one end of said missile; 
c. a spin stabilized ring-wing canard secured to said boom 

with a spherical bearing centered at a point in the center 
axis of the missile; 

. the axis of the canard is directed in the trajectory of the 
missile and the canard is disposed for rotation to apply a 
restoring torque to said missile and restore coincidence of 
said missile and canard axes when a force disturbing the 
missile causes rotation of the missile axis from the canard 
axis. . 

2. A missile as set forth in claim 1 wherein said canard in 
cludes a ring, a bearing and support struts connecting said ring 
to said bearing. 


